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Prisoners of Active Denizen* Of
the Jungle.

The native method of capturing the
howling monkeys of South, America is
by placjhg some sugar inside a nur
shell which Is very large 'and at the
same time has a small opening left in
.aire dnd when the meat *s removed.
These hunters watch the trees, and
after spying one or more monkeys select a time when the \ltt'e creatures
are (Watching1 them and put the nut
shells on the ground. Then they walk
away, and are scarcely hidden when
the monkeys cautiously descend trora
the trees and begin to examine the
shells. Curiosity and the, lutnj* of
••sugar inside prompt them to slip their
hands inTo the openings, and after
grasping tht sugar they endeavor to remove their hands, but while doubled
up they ars too large to come out. Of
course, the monkeys could release the
ffeugar and withdraw their hands easily,
yet their inquisitive nature and love of
sugar are so strongly developed that
they refuse to do so. The 'hunters an*
peering through the undergrowth, and
just as the animals get their hands
into the shells they leap out and givechase to them, knowing that as long
as their curiosity has^not oeen satisfied they will cling to the lump of
sfigar, These howling monkeys are
tMuinsy' enough on a level surface, hut
when one hanrtMs incased in a big shell
glove as large as a coconut, it is a
comical sight to see these active creatures trying to climb a tree. As a
result, they are soon captured by the
hunters an T placed in large sacks to
await the next visit of a nurclmglng
agent for some Menagerie.- This inquisitive nature of the monkey tribe
\\asjwell known by the ancients, on*
of the old fnbtcs describing how a
tu6nkey endeavored to secure a handful^ of sonm delicacy from >P nnrrownecked, jar and then withdraw its hand
while holding it.
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